
How to make your own sock rabbit 

Spring time is here and new life is springing up!  To help celebrate this, why 

don’t you make this cute sock rabbit?  

 

What you need : 

- An old sock (the more colourful; the better!)  

- A cup 

- Some dry rice/sand or anything to fill sock 

- String/wool 

- Scissors 

- Googly eyes or any decoration for a rabbits face 

- Ribbon 

- Pen/felt tips 

 

What you do: 

1. First, place the sock in the cup and wrap elastic part of the sock around top 

of the cup.  

This will help to pour or fill the sock. Make sure you fill it past the ‘heel’ part of 

the sock. I did find that the last part of filling the sock I removed it from the cup 

as it got tricky.  

 

2. Then at the top of the filling tie the sock, making sure it feels secure at the 

top.  

You should be left with an extra part of the sock at the top for the ears...but don’t 

do that yet!!!! 

 

 

3. Next use the ‘heel’ part of the sock as the rabbit’s head by tying just under it with string, 

creating a body and a head.  

 

4. Then, carefully (maybe with adult supervision) cut the top of 

the sock (the floppy part) from the top down (vertically).  

This will create two parts for the ears. You may need to trim the 

ears depending on the size of your sock !!  

 

5. Next, cut a long piece of ribbon or fancy string. Tie around the neck of the 

rabbit and make a bow. 

 

6. Then, gently shape using your hands, the perfect body and head so it 

resembles a small cute bunny. 

 

7. Finally, using googly eyes or felt tip, design your own rabbit face. 

Remember they are supposed to be cute NOT scary!!! 

 

Have fun, Love Mr Denny  


